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Nanoscale phase separation was investigated in epitaxial strained BiFeO3 thin films on LaAlO3
single crystal substrate. In biaxial strained thin films, nanoscale mixtures of the tetragonal-like and
rhombohedral-like phases occur with a film thickness above 35 nm. For 10-30 nm ultrathin ones,
tetragonal-like single phase is confirmed using synchrotron x-ray and the atomic force microscopy
studies. However, nanoscale phase separations are still observed in quasi-uniaxial transmission
electron microscopy foil specimens for those ultrathin films, indicating the phase separation
C 2011
emerges in a much smaller thickness in uniaxial constraint films than that in biaxial ones. V
American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3644958]
Recently, a biaxial strain-driven phase separation in
multiferroic BiFeO3 (BFO) epitaxial thin films has attracted
great attentions due to its huge potentials on data storage,
sensor, and actuator applications.1–6 This phase separation
gives rise to a strain-induced morphotropic phase boundarylike behavior and results in large piezoelectric responses.1,3
Previous studies by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and
x-ray diffraction (XRD) confirmed the coexistence of the
tetragonal-like (T) and rhombohedral-like (R) phases in relatively thick BFO films grown on LaAlO3 (LAO) and
LaSrAlO4 substrates3–6 and suggested that the critical thickness for the appearance of the R-like phase on LAO is
around 35 nm.1 On the other hand, novel functionalities in
advanced materials can be achieved by reducing the biaxial
constrain to a uniaxial clamping condition.7–9 For example,
in MnAs films epitaxially grown on GaAs substrate, the temperature dependant phase separation and phase volume fraction evolution between hexagonal and orthorhombic phases
were totally different under uniaxial and biaxial constraints.7
The substrate-induced uniaxial strain in VO2 nanobeams
changes the relative stability of the metal (M) and insulator
(I) phases and leads to spontaneous formation of periodic,
alternating M-I domain patterns during the M-I transition.8
In this letter, we aim to clarify the nanoscale phase separation in strained epitaxial BFO thin films with biaxial and uniaxial constraints using transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) with the aid of AFM and XRD. For the quasiuniaxial TEM foil specimens, the nanoscale phase separations were even observed in a 12 nm-thick ultrathin sample.
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BFO thin films with several thicknesses between 10 and
80 nm were deposited on (001) LAO single crystal substrates
by pulsed laser deposition. Details of the deposition procedure and AFM as well as synchrotron X-ray Reciprocal
Space Maps (RSM) investigations are described elsewhere.4,6 Cross-sectional TEM specimens were prepared
using the standard procedure consisting of cutting, gluing,
mechanical polishing, and ion milling. The ion milling process was performed on Precision Ion Polishing System
(PIPS, model 691, Gatan) with an incident ion angle of 5
and an accelerating voltage of 3 kV using liquid N2 to cool
the stage. TEM investigations were carried out on a JEOL
JEM2100F (FEG) electron microscope operated at 200 kV.
Figure 1(a) shows characteristic AFM topography image
of a 10-nm-thick BFO film on LAO substrate. Atomically
flat terraces with single-unit-cell-high steps appeared as periodic lines can be observed, confirming the high quality
growth of the film. The root-mean-square roughness of the

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) AFM topography image of a 10 nm-thick BFO
film on a LAO substrate. (b) Synchrotron XRD RSM on (002) reflections of
the 10 nm-thick BFO film. Two reflection spots arise from the substrate LAO
(top) and BFO (bottom), respectively. The out-of-plane c lattice parameter is
determined to be 4.64 Å, a typical value for the T-like phase of BFO.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) and (b) Cross-sectional TEM
images of the 12 nm BFO film. “T” and “R” denote the Tlike and R-like phases, respectively. Inset of (b): FFT of the
rectangle area in (b). (c) [010] zone axis SAED pattern
taken from the BFO layer and the substrate LAO with the
weak spots for BFO. The ð
10
1Þ reflection splitting into
three spots was enlarged in the inset, corresponding to the
reflections of T-like, R-like BFO and LAO from the top to
the bottom, respectively.

film surface is 1.5 Å over a 5 lm  5 lm scan area. No stripe
contrast appears in all AFM topography images, indicating
the single phase of the film.1,5,6 The XRD investigation of
the sample showed pure T-like phase structure in the film as
shown in the RSM of Fig. 1(b). Only two reflection peaks,
LAO (002) (top) and BFO (002) (bottom) were detected.
The c lattice parameter of BFO film is computed to be
4.64 Å, which is in agreement with values typically
reported for this phase.1
Figure 2(a) shows the cross-sectional TEM image of a
12-nm-thick BFO film. A clear, planar interface is evident
between the BFO film and the LAO substrate. Figure 2(c)
illustrates the selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of an area including BFO and LAO, which is indexed on
the basis of the pseudo-cubic unit cell. It is a superposition
of [010] BFO and [010] LAO SAED patterns, which have
the same [001] direction. Combining with the highresolution TEM (HRTEM) image in Fig. 2(b), it reveals that
the film is almost perfectly epitaxial with the substrate giving
the orientation relationship as (001) BFO//(001) LAO and
[010] BFO//[010] LAO. Furthermore, more than 30 HRTEM
images along the interface at different spots show that the
film is free of dislocations in a large area.
Producing a cross-sectional TEM specimen from a thin
film-on-substrate sample would reduce the biaxial constraint
that exists in the original sample to a quasi-uniaxial one. The
results obtained by TEM investigations of the quasi-uniaxial
TEM foil specimens however tend to reveal different structural information. A significant amount of R-like phase in
the TEM specimen was detected although the film thickness
is only 12 nm, in contradiction with the AFM and XRD
investigations in a biaxial clamping case. As distinguished
clearly in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), the two phases are alternating

in a R-T-R-T-R…. pattern. The lattice parameters measured
from the high resolution image for each phase are the statistic results of more than 30 HRTEM images taken from different area using the LAO substrate as a calibration standard,
as given in Fig. 2(b), which are in accordance with the
results deduced from the SAED pattern. The T-like phase
has a larger tetragonal ratio (c/a ¼ 1.22) compared to the
R-like phase (1.04). As shown in the inset of Fig. 2(c), the
ð101Þ reflection splits into three spots corresponding to
T-like, R-like BFO and LAO, respectively. Furthermore, in
the inset of Fig. 2(b), the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the
area marked by a rectangle in Fig. 2(b) also shows the splitting of the spots, as indicated by arrows. It also confirms the
coexistence of two phases. The areal population of the R-like
phase is about 50%. These findings are significantly different
from the previous report where the R-like phase appears
only for film thickness higher than 35 nm as deduced from
AFM and second harmonic generation results for biaxial
clamped thin films.1
In fact, similar contradictions between TEM and XRDRSM results were observed in all BFO films of different
thicknesses below 35 nm, on LAO single crystal substrates.
Figure 3 shows cross-sectional images of BFO thin films on
LAO substrate with thickness of 24 nm (a) and 30 nm
(b). In the inset of Fig. 3(a), the SAED pattern shows spots
split, indicating the coexistence of the two phases in the
24 nm film, which also confirmed by HRTEM images. The
R-like phase also appears in a 30 nm film (Fig. 3(b)). For
thin films thicker than 35 nm, e.g., 80 nm, the coexistence of
the two phases was also observed, as shown in Fig. 3(c).
However, the areal fraction of the R-like phase is estimated
to be 65%, which is much more than 22% estimated
from AFM images.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Cross-sectional TEM images of
BFO thin films on LAO with thickness of 24 nm (a),
30 nm (b), and 80 nm (c). Inset: [010] zone axis SAED
pattern from the film containing R-like and T-like phases.
It was indexed on the basis of the pseudo-cubic unit cell.
The splitting of the spots indicates the coexistence of the Tlike and R-like phases.
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clamped by biaxial constraint (Fig. 1). As the biaxial clamping film was cut, ground, polished, milled, and finally formed
the TEM specimen, as shown in Fig. 4(c), the stress between
the film and substrate changes from biaxial to uniaxial and
the long range stress in the domain interface is diminished
and it makes two phase state stable.
In summary, the strain induced nanoscale periodic phase
separation under uniaxial and biaxial strains was studied in
BFO thin films. The R-like phase due to stress status change
appears even in a 12 nm-thick quasi-uniaxial constrained
TEM specimen, which is quite different with the case for
biaxial constraint thin films clamped by the substrate. The
phase separation of BFO films is highly sensitive to the
dimension of constraint strain between a thin film and a
substrate.
FIG. 4. (Color online) Schematics of the as-grown biaxial clamping film
(a), and cut to small pieces for TEM specimens preparation (b) and part of
the quasi-uniaxial clamping TEM specimen after being ground, polished,
and milled (c), the marked area was enlarged.

Note that thermally activated phase transformation during specimen preparation is unlikely. Even it has been
reported that the surface temperature of a specimen during
ion milling may reach to 200400  C under normal milling
conditions.10 Our TEM specimens were milled using PIPS
(model 691, Gatan) with a low incident ion angle of 5 and a
low accelerating voltage of 3 kV on a liquid N2 cooled stage.
Under these conditions, the temperature of specimen would
not have reached such high.
Mechanical boundary conditions and misfit strain are
known to cause crystal and domain structure changes in epitaxial thin films.2,9,11,12 Reports in the literature show that
the piezoelectric responses of a discrete PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3
islands13–15 produced by focus ion beam (FIB) are quite different from those of the continuous thin films clamped by the
substrate. Producing a cross-sectional TEM specimen from a
thin film-on-substrate sample would reduce the biaxial constraint that exists in the original sample to a quasi-uniaxial
one, which will change the stress status of the film dramatically, as demonstrated by the schematics in Fig. 4. The
observed effect of changing constraint on stability of the two
phase state in BFO films can be considered as that of the
elastic heterophase domains. According to the theory of elastic heterophase domains,16 the stability of the two phase state
is determined by the difference of the energies of indirect
interaction mediated by the substrate and energy of direct
interaction through the domain interfaces. In the biaxial
clamping case (Fig. 4(a)), the stress state which determines
indirect interaction through the substrate is biaxial stress in
the plane of the film, while the stress state which determines
direct interaction is uniaxial in plane of the domain interface.16,17 The effective direct interaction increases with
decreasing film thickness and makes the two phase state
unstable in common biaxial constrained films on substrates.
This has been proved in 80 nm- and 10 nm-thick BFO films
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